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Breakfast Buffet & A La Carte Menu  
$16 per person A LA CARTE OPTIONS

INCLUDED IN THE PRICE OF THE BUFFET

Ham and Asparagus Frittata
  - Fresh asparagus, ham, goat cheese

Fresh Herb Egg White Frittata
  - Parmesan cheese, sautéedonion, freshparsley, basil, dill and tarragon

Steel Cut Oatmeal
  - Freshly Cooked and offered with variety of accompaniments

TorrefazioneItalia Starbucks Coffee and TazoTeas served tableside
  - Reminiscent of the bustling, treasured city of Naples, this dark, exotic ground coffee blend has a vibrant medium body and deep,
    roastynotes that darker-roast coffee connoisseurs will love. Notably versatile, Napoli Blend™ is wonderful prepared as a filter
    drip coffee and is just as delightful prepared as espresso.
  - TazoTea acquired by Starbucks in 1999 is one of the most innovative tea brands in the world, on the strength of its combination
    of quality teas and botanicals, and a carefully controlled blending process.

A LA CARTE BREAKFAST EGG OPTIONS
    1. Open face toast with scrambled egg, manchego cheese, arugula & La Quercia Prosciutto
    2. Cazuela with whole egg, manchego cheese, & La Quercia Prosciutto
    Both egg dishes available in vegetarian option 
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BUFFET OFFERINGS
Charcuterie Station
  - This station features freshly slice artisan meets and cheeses. La QuerciaProsciutto Americano is a premium artisan American-made
    Prosciutto and it exemplifies the AC Hotels commitment to quality

Breakfast Tarts
  - The breakfast tarts are the AC Kitchen’s twist on bacon and eggs. This European inspired dish provides
    contemporary alternative to traditional scrambled eggs

Freshly Baked Breads and Croissants
  - Croissants have long been a staple of the European bakeries. Bridorde France all-butter croissant has been carefully selected for the
    AC Kitchen as a perfect accompaniment to a full breakfast or to a good cup of coffee

Fresh Fruit and Yogurt Station
  - This station features fruits hand selected and freshly sliced by our culinary team, served to accompany our election of Greek yogurts

Granola & Cereal
  - Selection of local granola and variety of cereals accompanied by dried fruits and nuts

Nespresso Coffee Beverages
  - Enjoy Espresso, Cappuccino, Latte and Americano beverages. To guarantee the best taste, Nespresso only sources
    “gourmet coffee” that is rigorously selected and tested to satisfy the most demanding palates. Only 1% to 2% of the
    world’s coffee production is eligible to meet the high quality standards set by Nespresso.
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